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  binary rule generation via Hamming Clustering. Muselli, M., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1258-1268

Heuristic programming
  constraint optim. problem solving from CLP-style specs. using heuristic search techs. Dasgupta, P., + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 353-368
  differential A*. Trovato, K.I., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1218-1229
  modified Chi2 algm. for discretization. Tay, F.E.H., + , T-KDE May-Jun 02 606-670

Hierarchical systems
  coordinated placement and replacement for large-scale distributed caches. Korapolu, M.R., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1317-1329

High level languages; cf. Logic programming languages; Visual languages

Hopfield neural nets
  password quality tester, connectionist algm. Duffy, N., + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 920-922

Hypermedia; cf. Hypermedia markup languages

Hypermedia markup languages
  Web document retrieval, query relax. by struct. and semantics. Wen-Syan Li, + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 768-791

I

Image processing; cf. Image registration

Image registration
  global optim. for image registration. Ying Chen, + , T-KDE Jan-Feb 02 79-92

Image retrieval
  3D-List, video query proc. data struct. Chih-Chih Liu, + , T-KDE Jan-Feb 02 106-122
  finding subj. of photographic image. Rowe, N.C., T-KDE Jan-Feb 02 202-207

Image retrieval; cf. Content-based retrieval

Indexing
  ImageMap, image indexing method based on spatial similarity. Petrakis, E.G.M., + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 979-987

Indexing; cf. Database indexing

Inference mechanisms
  distributed learning algm. for Bayesian inference networks. Wai Lam, + , T-KDE Jan-Feb 02 93-105
  local reasoning and knowledge compilation for efficient temporal abduction. Console, L., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1230-1248
  weighted fuzzy reasoning using weighted fuzzy Petri nets. Shyi-Ming Chen, T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 386-397

Inference mechanisms; cf. Common-sense reasoning; Nonmonotonic reasoning; Temporal reasoning

Information analysis; cf. Classification; Indexing; Vocabulary

Information dissemination
  efficient queries over Web views. Mecca, G., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1280-1298

Information networks; cf. Internet

Information resources
  ACIRD intell. Internet document organization and retrieval. Shian-Hua Lin, + , T-KDE May-Jun 02 599-614
  coordinated placement and replacement for large-scale distributed caches. Korapolu, M.R., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1317-1329
  efficient queries over Web views. Mecca, G., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1280-1298
  Web document retrieval, query relax. by struct. and semantics. Wen-Syan Li, + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 768-791

Information retrieval
  ACIRD intell. Internet document organization and retrieval. Shian-Hua Lin, + , T-KDE May-Jun 02 599-614
  at. and composite continuous media_objs. scheduling. Shahabi, C., + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 447-455
  genomic databases indexing and retrieval. Williams, H.E., + , T-KDE Jan-Feb 02 63-78
  load balancing of parallelized inform. filters. Rowe, N.C., + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 456-461
  methodology to retrieve text documents from multiple databases. Yu, C., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1347-1361
  parallel star join + dataindexes, efficient query process. in data warehouses and OLAP. Datta, A., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1299-1316
  statistical method for estimating usefulness of text databases. King-Lup Liu, + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1422-1437
  transaction processing in mobile, heterogeneous database systems. Lim, J.B., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1330-1346
  Web document retrieval, query relax. by struct. and semantics. Wen-Syan Li, + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 768-791

+ Check author entry for coauthors
Information retrieval; cf. Query formulation; Query processing; Relevance feedback

Information retrieval systems; cf. Online front-ends; Search engines

Information science; cf. Information dissemination; Information retrieval; Information services; Vocabulary

Information services
methodology to retrieve text documents from multiple databases. Yu, C., +, T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1347-1361

Information systems
coordinated placement and replacement for large-scale distributed caches. Korupolu, M.R., +, T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1317-1329

EVE approach; view synchronization in dynamic distributed environments. Lee, A.J., +, T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 931-954

Information systems; cf. Database management systems; Digital libraries; Geographic information systems; Scientific information systems

Inheritance
materialization and its metaclass implementation. Dahchour, M., +, T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1078-1094

Interactive video; cf. Video on demand

Internet
ACIRD intell. Internet document organization and retrieval. Shian-Hua Lin, +, T-KDE May-Jun 02 599-614

product schema integrat. for electronic commerce. Guanghao Yan, +, T-KDE May-Jun 02 583-598


Web document retrieval, query relax. by struct. and semantics. Wen-Syan Li, +, T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 768-791

Internetworking

Joint processes
efficient join-index-based spatial-join processing, clustering approach. Shekhar, S., +, T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1400-1421

Join processes
parallel star join + dataindexes, efficient query process. in data warehouses and OLAP. Datta, A., +, T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1299-1316

Knowledge acquisition
ACIRD intell. Internet document organization and retrieval. Shian-Hua Lin, +, T-KDE May-Jun 02 599-614

local reasoning and knowledge compilation for efficient temporal abduction. Console, L., +, T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1320-1324

outlier anal., meas. error modeling. Xiaohui Liu, +, T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 432-437

prod. systs. with negation as failure. Phan Minh Dung, +, T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 336-352

R++ path-based rules, C++ extension. Litman, D., +, T-KDE May-Jun 02 638-658

task struct. verification, high-level Petri net-based approach. Lee, J., +, T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 316-335

Knowledge based systems; cf. Expert systems; Software agents

Knowledge engineering
at. and composite continuous media objs. scheduling. Shahabi, C., +, T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 447-455

Knowledge engineering; cf. Inference mechanisms; Knowledge acquisition; Knowledge representation; Knowledge verification

Knowledge representation
naive semantics for automated database design. Storey, V.C., +, T-KDE Jan-Feb 02 1-12

prod. systs. with negation as failure. Phan Minh Dung, +, T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 336-352

Knowledge representation; cf. Belief networks; Semantic networks

Knowledge verification
task struct. verification, high-level Petri net-based approach. Lee, J., +, T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 316-335

Languages; cf. Programming languages; Specification languages

Large-scale systems
coordinated placement and replacement for large-scale distributed caches. Korupolu, M.R., +, T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1317-1329

multiversion locking protocol with freezing for secure real-time database systems. Park, C., +, T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1141-1154

Learning (artificial intelligence)
ACIRD intell. Internet document organization and retrieval. Shian-Hua Lin, +, T-KDE May-Jun 02 599-614

C4.5 class. algm., efficient version. Ruggieri, S., T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 438-444

distributed learning algm. for Bayesian inference networks. Wai Lam, +, T-KDE Jan-Feb 02 93-105

learning across appl. domains for database design systs. Storey, V.C., +, T-KDE Jan-Feb 02 13-28

modified Chi2 algm. for discretization. Tay, F.E.H., +, T-KDE May-Jun 02 666-670

Learning (artificial intelligence); cf. Learning by example; Unsupervised learning

Learning by example
instance-weighting method, cost-sensitive tree induction. Kai Ming Ting, T-KDE May-Jun 02 659-665

Learning systems
approach of implementing general learning companions for problem solving. Chih-Yueh Chou, +, T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1376-1386

Linear codes; cf. Hamming codes

Logic; cf. Formal logic; Logic programming languages; Logic programming

Logic programming
declarative programs with implicit implication. Wawongse, W., +, T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 836-849

R++ path-based rules, C++ extension. Litman, D., +, T-KDE May-Jun 02 638-658

Logic programming; cf. Constraint handling

Logic programming languages
constraint optim. problem solving from CLP-style specs. using heuristic search techs. Dasgupta, P., +, T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 353-368

R++ path-based rules, C++ extension. Litman, D., +, T-KDE May-Jun 02 638-658

+ Check author entry for coauthors
Macromolecules; cf. DNA
Manufacturing processes; cf. Joining processes
Mathematical analysis; cf. Differential equations; Numerical analysis
Mathematical operators
task struct. verification, high-level Petri net-based approach. Lee, J., + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 316-335
Mathematical programming; cf. Dynamic programming; Nonlinear programming; Stochastic programming
Mathematics; cf. Combinatorial mathematics; Estimation theory; Formal logic; Mathematical operators; Optimization; Probability; Topology
Mathematics computing
range query retrieval problems, stochastic prog. approach. Xian Liu, + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 867-880
Measurement errors
outlier anal., meas. error modeling. Xiaohui Liu, + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 432-437
Medical computing
outlier anal., meas. error modeling. Xiaohui Liu, + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 432-437
Merging
modified Chi2 algm. for discretization. Tay, F.E.H., + , T-KDE May-Jun 02 666-670
Meta data
materialization and its metaclass implementation. Dahchour, M., + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1078-1094
methodology to retrieve text documents from multiple databases. Yu, C., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1347-1361
statistical method for estimating usefulness of text databases. King-Lup Liu, + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1422-1437
Minimization
slim-trees for fast indexing and visualization of metric data sets. Traina, C., Jr., + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 244-260
Mobile communication
exploiting data mining techniques for broadcasting data in mobile computing environments. Saygin, Y., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1387-1399
transaction processing in mobile, heterogeneous database systems. Lim, J.B., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1330-1346
Mobile computing
exploiting data mining techniques for broadcasting data in mobile computing environments. Saygin, Y., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1387-1399
transaction processing in mobile, heterogeneous database systems. Lim, J.B., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1330-1346
Modeling
evaluation of vertical class partitioning for query processing in object-oriented databases. Chi-wai Fung, + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1095-1118
flexible robust programming in distributed object systems. Akram, M., + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1116-1140
materialization and its metaclass implementation. Dahchour, M., + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1078-1094
object-oriented fuzzy data model for similarity detection in image databases. Majumdar, A.K., + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1186-1189
specifying and enforcing association semantics via ORN in presence of association cycles. Ehlmann, B.K., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1249-1257
Modeling; cf. Data models
Multi-agent systems
casual maps, theory, implementation, and practical applications in multiagent environments. Chaib-draa, B., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1201-1217
Multimedia computing; cf. Multimedia databases
Multimedia databases
content-based authorization model for digital libraries. Adam, N.R., + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 296-315
slim-trees for fast indexing and visualization of metric data sets. Traina, C., Jr., + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 244-260
Multimedia systems
at. and composite continuous media objs. scheduling. Shahabi, C., + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 447-455
load balancing of parallelized inform. filters. Rowe, N.C., + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 456-461
Natural language interfaces
finding subj. of photographic image. Rowe, N.C., T-KDE Jan-Feb 02 202-207
semiautomatic grammar induction, natural lang. understanding. Meng, H.M., + , T-KDE Jan-Feb 02 172-181
Natural sciences computing; cf. Biology computing; Scientific information systems
Navigation
differential A*. Trovato, K.L., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1218-1229
Network servers; cf. File servers; Video servers
Neural nets; cf. Self-organizing feature maps
Nonlinear programming
range query retrieval problems, stochastic prog. approach. Xian Liu, + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 867-880
Nonmonotonic reasoning
prod. systs. with negation as failure. Phan Minh Dung, + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 336-352
Numerical analysis
password quality tester, connectionist algm. Duffy, N., + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 920-922
Object-oriented databases
declarative programs with implicit implication. Wuwongse, W., + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 836-849
evaluation of vertical class partitioning for query processing in object-oriented databases. Chi-wai Fung, + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1095-1118
finite satisfiability of integrity constraints in OO database schemas. Formica, A., T-KDE Jan-Feb 02 123-139
geospatial data modeling, database perspective. Vosard, A., + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 226-243
integrated multiple obj. databases, efficient query proc. with “maybe” result certification. Jia-Ling Koh, + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 691-708
nested normal forms. Wai Yin Mok, T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 369-385
specifying and enforcing association semantics via ORN in presence of association cycles. Ehlmann, B.K., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1249-1257
vocab. partitioning into structurally/semantically uniform concept groups using OO database modeling. Li-min Liu, + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 850-866
Object-oriented languages; cf. C++ language
Object-oriented methods
Object-oriented programming
casual maps, theory, implementation, and practical applications in multiagent environments. Chaiib-draa, B., T-KDE Nov-Dec 02
1201-1217
materialization and its metaclass implementation. Dahchour, M., +, T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1078-1094
object-oriented fuzzy data model for similarity detection in image databases. Majumdar, A.K., +, T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1186-1189
R++ path-based rules, C++ extension. Litman, D., +, T-KDE May-Jun 02 638-658
Office automation; cf. Records management; Workflow management software
Online front-ends
load balancing of parallelized inform. filters. Rowe, N.C., +, T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 456-461
Operating systems (computers)
flexible robust programming in distributed object systems. Ahamad, M., +, T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1126-1140
Operations research; cf. Scheduling
Optimal presentation
presentation planning for distributed VoD systems. Eenjun Hwang, +, T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1059-1077
Optimal systems
differential A*. Trovato, K.L., +, T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1218-1229
Optimization
act. database trigger condition testing and view maint. using optimized discrim. networks. Hanson, E.N., +, T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 261-280
constraint optim. problem solving from CLP-style specs. using heuristic search techs. Dasgupta, P., +, T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 353-368
main-memory join optim. on modern hardware. Manegold, S., +, T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 709-730
query optim. with foreign fn. in distributed environ. Tsai, P.S.M., +, T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 809-824
Optimization; cf. Genetic algorithms; Minimization
Organic compounds
3D graph pattern-finding algms., appls. to scientific data mining. Xiong Wang, +, T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 731-749
Organic compounds; cf. DNA; Proteins
Page description languages; cf. Hypermedia markup languages
Parallel algorithms
data mining, skewness and workload bal. Cheung, D.W., +, T-KDE May-Jun 02 498-514
Parallel databases
parallel data mining, skewness and workload bal. Cheung, D.W., +, T-KDE May-Jun 02 498-514
Parallel processing
Parallel processing; cf. Parallel algorithms; Parallel databases
Pattern classification
3D graph pattern-finding algms., appls. to scientific data mining. Xiong Wang, +, T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 731-749
instance-weighting method, cost-sensitive tree induction. Kai Ming Ting, T-KDE May-Jun 02 659-665
Pattern clustering
3D graph pattern-finding algms., appls. to scientific data mining. Xiong Wang, +, T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 731-749
approx. similarity search in high-dimens. spaces. Chen Li, +, T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 792-808
redefining clustering for high-dimens. appls. Aggarwal, C.C., +, T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 210-225
unsupervised learning with mixed numeric and nominal data. Li, C., +, T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 673-690
Pattern matching
event matching language for querying temporal data. Tsz S. Cheng, +, T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1119-1125
R++ path-based rules, C++ extension. Litman, D., +, T-KDE May-Jun 02 638-658
unsupervised learning with mixed numeric and nominal data. Li, C., +, T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 673-690
Pattern matching; cf. String matching
Pattern recognition
binary rule generation via Hamming Clustering. Muselli, M., +, T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1258-1268
efficient join-index-based spatial-join processing, clustering approach. Shekhar, S., +, T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1400-1421
Pincer search for max. frequent set discovery. Dao-I Lin, +, T-KDE May-Jun 02 553-566
seq. pattern mining with regular expression constraints. Garofalakis, M., +, T-KDE May-Jun 02 530-552
Pattern recognition; cf. Feature extraction; Pattern classification;
Pattern clustering; Pattern matching
Performance evaluation
comprehensive analytical performance model for disk devices under random workloads. Triantafillou, P., +, T-KDE Jan-Feb 02 140-155
interactive VOD systs. sizing and resource allocation, perform. models. Leung, M.Y.I., +, T-KDE May-Jun 02 615-637
main-memory join optim. on modern hardware. Manegold, S., +, T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 709-730
Performance evaluation; cf. Software performance evaluation
Petri nets
task struct. verification, high-level Petri net-based approach. Lee, J., +, T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 316-335
weighted fuzzy reasoning using weighted fuzzy Petri nets. Shi-Ming Chen, T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 386-397
Planning
presentation planning for distributed VoD systems. Eenjun Hwang, +, T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1059-1077
Probability
generalized normal forms for probabilistic relational data. Dey, D., +, T-KDE May-Jun 02 485-497
probability bounds for goal directed queries in Bayesian networks. Mannino, M.Y., +, T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1196-1200
Problem solving
approach of implementing general learning companions for problem solving. Chih-Yueh Chou, +, T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1376-1386
constraint optim. problem solving from CLP-style specs. using heuristic search techs. Dasgupta, P., +, T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 353-368
Problem solving; cf. Divide and conquer methods
Process algebra; cf. Relational algebra
Programming; cf. Logic programming
Programming languages
graphical query language, VISUAL and its query processing. Balkir, N.H., +, T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 955-978
Programming language semantics
declarative programs with implicit implication. Wawongse, W., +, T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 836-849
naive semantics for automated database design. Storey, V.C., +, T-KDE Jan-Feb 02 1-12
specifying and enforcing association semantics via ORN in presence of association cycles. Ehlmann, B.K., +, T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1249-1257
Programming theory
declarative programs with implicit implication. Wawongse, W., +, T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 836-849
+ Check author entry for coauthors
Project engineering; cf. Scheduling

Proteins
3D graph pattern-finding algms., appls. to scientific data mining. Xiong Wang, + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 731-749

Protocols
multiversion locking protocol with freezing for secure real-time database systems. Park, C., + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1141-1154

Public key cryptography
ElGamal-like cryptosystem, large message encryption. Min-Shiang Hwang, + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 445-446

Quality control
password quality tester, connectionist algm. Duffy, N., + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 920-922

Quality of service
presentation planning for distributed VoD systems. Eenjun Hwang, + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1059-1077

Query formulation
EVE approach; view synchronization in dynamic distributed environments. Lee, A.J., + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 931-954

Query languages
efficient queries over Web views. Mecca, G., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1280-1298
event matching language for querying temporal data. Tsz S. Cheng, + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1119-1125
graphical query language, VISUAL and its query processing. Balkir, N.H., + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 955-978

Query processing
approx. similarity search in high-dimens. spaces. Chen Li, + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 792-808
data hashing methods. Kollos, G., + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 902-919
efficient join-index-based spatial-join processing, clustering approach. Shekhar, S., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1400-1421
evaluation of vertical class partitioning for query processing in object-oriented databases. Chi-wai Fung, + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1095-1118
graphical query language, VISUAL and its query processing. Balkir, N.H., + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 955-978

Query processing; cf. Image retrieval

Randomized algorithms; cf. Genetic algorithms

Random noise; cf. Gaussian noise

Random number generation
ElGamal-like cryptosystem, large message encryption. Min-Shiang Hwang, + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 445-446

Real-time systems
act. database systs. concurrency control. Datta, A., + , T-KDE May-Jun 02 465-484

Records management
LH*g, high-availability scalable distributed data struct. by record grouping. Litwin, W., + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 923-927

Recovery
recovery from malicious transactions. Ammann, P., + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1167-1185

Recurrent neural nets; cf. Hopfield neural nets

Redundancy
nested normal forms. Wai Yin Mok, T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 369-385

Relational algebra
generalized normal forms for probabilistic relational data. Dey, D., + , T-KDE May-Jun 02 485-497

Relational databases
database data dependency recovery. Hee Beng Kuan Tan, T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 825-835
efficient join-index-based spatial-join processing, clustering approach. Shekhar, S., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1400-1421

generalized normal forms for probabilistic relational data. Dey, D., + , T-KDE May-Jun 02 485-497

geospatial data modeling, database perspective. Voisard, A., + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 226-243

Relevance feedback
3D graph pattern-finding algms., appls. to scientific data mining. Xiong Wang, + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 731-749

Reliability; cf. Software reliability

Remote sensing; cf. Terrain mapping

Resource allocation
interactive VOD systs. sizing and resource allocation, perform. models. Leung, M.Y.Y., + , T-KDE May-Jun 02 615-637

S

Scaling phenomena
LH*g, high-availability scalable distributed data struct. by record grouping. Litwin, W., + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 923-927

+ Check author entry for coauthors
Scheduling
differential A*. Trovato, K.L., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1218-1229
Scheduling transactions with temporal constraints, exploit data
semantics . Ming Xiong, + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1155-1166

Scientific information systems
3D graph pattern-finding algs., appls. to scientific data mining.
Xiong Wang, + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 731-749
genomic databases indexing and retrieval. Williams, H.E., + ,
T-KDE Jan-Feb 02 63-78
graphical query language, VISUAL and its query processing .
Balkir, N.H., + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 955-978

Search engines
ACIRD intell. Internet document organization and retrieval.
Shian-Hua Lin, + , T-KDE May-Jun 02 599-614
Web document retrieval, query relax. by struct. and semantics.
Wen-Syan Li, + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 768-791

Search problems; cf. Tree searching
Security
multiversion locking protocol with freezing for secure real-time
database systems. Park, C., + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1141-1154
recovery from malicious transactions . Ammann, P., + , T-KDE
Sep-Oct 02 1167-1185
Security; cf. Data privacy; Security of data
recovery from malicious transactions. Ammann, P., + , T-KDE
Sep-Oct 02 1185-1187
Security of data; cf. Authorization; Cryptography
Self-organizing feature maps
outlier anal., meas. error modeling. Xiaohui Liu, + , T-KDE
Mar-Apr 02 432-437

Semantic networks
Scheduling transactions with temporal constraints, exploit data
semantics . Ming Xiong, + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1155-1166
Semantic Query, semantic clustering and querying on heterogeneous
features for visual data. Sheikholeslami, G., + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02
988-1002
vocabulary partitioning into structurally/semantically uniform concept
groups using OO database modeling. Li-min Liu, + , T-KDE
Jul-Aug 02 850-866

Sensor fusion
global optim. for image registration. Ying Chen, + , T-KDE Jan-Feb
02 79-92

Sequential estimation
probability bounds for goal directed queries in Bayesian networks.
Mannino, M.V., + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1196-1200

Signal processing; cf. Data compression; Sensor fusion
Simulation
approach of implementing general learning companions for
problem solving . Chih-Tueh Chou, + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02
1376-1386

Software agents
casual maps, theory, implementation, and practical applications in
multiagent environments. Chaib-draa, B., T-KDE Nov-Dec 02
1201-1217
product schema integrat. for electronic commerce. Guanghao Yan,
+ , T-KDE May-Jun 02 583-598

Software engineering; cf. Formal specification; Formal verification;
Software metrics; Software performance evaluation; Software
quality; Software reliability
Software fault tolerance
LH*g, high-availability scalable distributed data struct. by record
grouping. Litwin, W., + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 923-927
Software metrics
parallel data mining, skewness and workload bal. Cheung, D.W., + ,
T-KDE May-Jun 02 498-514

Software packages
range query retrieval problems, stochastic prog. approach. Xian Liu,
+ , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 867-880

Software performance evaluation
act. database trigger condition testing and view maint. using
optimized discrim. networks. Hanson, E.N., + , T-KDE Mar-Apr
02 261-280
aggregation algs. for compressed data warehouses. Jianzhong Li,
+ , T-KDE May-Jun 02 515-529
digital library platforms for multi-agent environ., OO design. Nur
Zincir-Heywood, A., + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 281-295
Pincer search for max. frequent set discovery. Dao-I Lin, + , T-KDE
May-Jun 02 553-566
product schema integrat. for electronic commerce. Guanghao Yan,
+ , T-KDE May-Jun 02 583-598
real-time act. database systs. concurrency control. Datta, A., + ,
T-KDE May-Jun 02 465-484
slim-trees for fast indexing and visualization of metric data sets.
Traina, C., Jr., + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 244-260
unsupervised learning with mixed numeric and nominal data. Li, C.,
+ , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 673-690

Software quality
task struct. verification, high-level Petri net-based approach. Lee, J.,
+ , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 316-335

Software reliability
task struct. verification, high-level Petri net-based approach. Lee, J.,
+ , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 316-335
Software reliability; cf. Software fault tolerance

Sorting
C4.5 class. algm., efficient version. Ruggieri, S., T-KDE Mar-Apr
02 438-444

Spatial data structures
CLARANS, method for clustering objects for spatial data mining .
Ng, R.T., + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1003-1016
efficient join-index-based spatial-join processing, clustering
approach . Shekhar, S., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1400-1421
geospatial data modeling, database perspective. Voisard, A., + ,
T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 226-243
spatio-temporal predicates. Erwig, M., + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02
881-901

Special purpose computers; cf. Database machines
Specification languages
constraint optim. problem solving from CLP-style specs. using
heuristic search techs. Dasgupta, P., + , T-KDE Apr 02
353-368

Statistical analysis
statistical method for estimating usefulness of text databases.
King-Lup Liu, + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1422-1437
unsupervised learning with mixed numeric and nominal data. Li, C.,
+ , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 673-690

Statistical analysis; cf. Statistical databases
Statistical databases
stat. disclosure control, data-oriented microaggregation.
Domingo-Ferrer, J., + , T-KDE Jan-Feb 02 189-201

Statistics; cf. Decision theory; Statistical analysis; Time series
Stochastic programming
range query retrieval problems, stochastic prog. approach. Xian Liu,
+ , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 867-880

String matching
3D-List, video query proc. data struct. Chih-Chih Liu, + , T-KDE
Jan-Feb 02 106-122
password quality tester, connectionist algm. Duffy, N., + , T-KDE
Jul-Aug 02 920-922

Subroutines
algorithms for finding attribute value group for binary segmentation
of categorical databases . Morimoto, Y., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02
1269-1279
differential A*. Trovato, K.L., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1218-1229

+ Check author entry for coauthors
fast algorithms for online generation of profile association rules. Aggarwai, C.C., + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1017-1028
HAL, faster match algorithm. Pou-Yung Lee, + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1047-1058
local reasoning and knowledge compilation for efficient temporal abduction. Console, L., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1230-1248

Synchronization
EVE approach; view synchronization in dynamic distributed environments. Lee, A.J., + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 931-954

Systems analysis
SEAM, state-entity-activity-model for well-defined workflow develop. methodology. Bajaj, A., + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 415-431

Systems analysis; cf. Entity-relationship modeling; Object-oriented methods; Systems re-engineering; Task analysis

Systems re-engineering
database data dependency recovery. Hee Beng Kuan Tan, T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 825-835

Systems software; cf. Operating systems (computers)

Task analysis
task struct. verification, high-level Petri net-based approach. Lee, J., + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 316-335

Telecommunication; cf. Data communication; Mobile communication
Telecommunication services; cf. Quality of service

Temporal databases
data hashing methods. Kolios, G., + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 902-919
event matching language for querying temporal data. Tsc S. Cheng, + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1119-1125
knowledge discovery paradigms and methods. Roddick, J.F., + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 750-767
spatio-temporal predicates. Erwig, M., + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 881-901

Temporal reasoning
local reasoning and knowledge compilation for efficient temporal abduction. Console, L., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1230-1248

Terrain mapping
efficient path computation model for hierarchically structured topographical road maps. Sungwon Jung, + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1029-1046

Testing
act. database trigger condition testing and view maint. using optimized discrim. networks. Hanson, E.N., + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 261-280

Theorem proving
finite satisfiability of integrity constraints in OO database schemas. Formica, A., T-KDE Jan-Feb 02 123-139

Time series
temporal knowledge discovery paradigms and methods. Roddick, J.F., + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 750-767

Topography (Earth)
efficient path computation model for hierarchically structured topographical road maps. Sungwon Jung, + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1029-1046

Topology
spatio-temporal predicates. Erwig, M., + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 881-901

Topology; cf. Graph theory

Transaction processing
flexible robust programming in distributed object systems. Ahamad, M., + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1126-1140
multiversion locking protocol with freezing for secure real-time database systems. Park, C., + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1141-1154
presumed-either two-phase commit protocol. Attaluri, G.K., + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1190-1196
real-time act. database systs. concurrency control. Datta, A., + , T-KDE May-Jun 02 465-484

recovery from malicious transactions. Ammann, P., + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1167-1185
Scheduling transactions with temporal constraints, exploiting data semantics. Ming Xiong, + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1155-1166
transaction processing in mobile, heterogeneous database systems. Lim, J.B., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1330-1346

Tree data structures
approx. similarity search in high-dimens. spaces. Chen Li, + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 792-808
high-dimens. similarity joins. Shim, K., + , T-KDE Jan-Feb 02 156-171
Pincer search for max. frequent set discovery. Dao-I Lin, + , T-KDE May-Jun 02 553-566
slim-trees for fast indexing and visualization of metric data sets. Traina, C., Jr., + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 244-260
unsupervised learning with mixed numeric and nominal data. Li, C., + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 673-690

Tree searching
constraint optim. problem solving from CLP-style specs. using heuristic search techs. Dasgupta, P., + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 353-368
optimized assoc. rules mining with categorial and numeric attributes. Rastogi, R., + , T-KDE Jan-Feb 02 29-50
Pincer search for max. frequent set discovery. Dao-I Lin, + , T-KDE May-Jun 02 553-566
slim-trees for fast indexing and visualization of metric data sets. Traina, C., Jr., + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 244-260

Trees (mathematics)
instance-weighting method, cost-sensitive tree induction. Kai Ming Ting, T-KDE May-Jun 02 659-665
Trees (mathematics); cf. Decision trees

Uncertain systems; cf. Fuzzy systems

Uncertainty handling
obj. databases, multiple, integrated, efficient query proc. with “maybe” result certification. Jia-Ling Koh, + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 691-708

Unsupervised learning
mixed numeric/nominal data. Li, C., + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 673-690

User interfaces; cf. Natural language interfaces

Utility programs; cf. Application program interfaces

Value engineering
algorithms for finding attribute value group for binary segmentation of categorical databases. Morimoto, Y., + , T-KDE Nov-Dec 02 1269-1279

Very large databases
approx. similarity search in high-dimens. spaces. Chen Li, + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 792-808
optimized assoc. rules mining with categorial and numeric attributes. Rastogi, R., + , T-KDE Jan-Feb 02 29-50
parallel data mining, skewness and workload bal. Cheung, D.W., + , T-KDE May-Jun 02 498-514
Pincer search for max. frequent set discovery. Dao-I Lin, + , T-KDE May-Jun 02 553-566
redefining clustering for high-dimens. appls. Aggarwal, C.C., + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 210-225
seq. pattern mining with regular expression constraints. Garofalakis, M., + , T-KDE May-Jun 02 530-552
temporal knowledge discovery paradigms and methods. Roddick, J.F., + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 750-767

+ Check author entry for coauthors
Web document retrieval, query relax. by struct. and semantics. Wen-Syan Li, + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 768-791

**Very large databases; cf. Data warehouses**

**Video databases**

3D-List, video query proc. data struct. Chih-Chih Liu, + , T-KDE Jan-Feb 02 106-122

presentation planning for distributed VoD systems. Eenjun Hwang, + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1059-1077

**Video equipment; cf. Video servers**

**Video on demand**

interactive VOD systs. sizing and resource allocation, perform. models. Leung, M.Y.Y., + , T-KDE May-Jun 02 615-637

presentation planning for distributed VoD systems. Eenjun Hwang, + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1059-1077

**Video servers**

interactive VOD systs. sizing and resource allocation, perform. models. Leung, M.Y.Y., + , T-KDE May-Jun 02 615-637

**Visual databases**

approx. similarity search in high-dimens. spaces. Chen Li, + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 792-808

finding subj. of photographic image. Rowe, N.C., T-KDE Jan-Feb 02 202-207

geospatial data modeling, database perspective. Voisard, A., + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 226-243

**Visual languages**

graphical query language, VISUAL and its query processing. Balkir, N.H., + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 955-978

**Vocabulary**

cocab. partitioning into structurally/semantically uniform concept groups using OO database modeling. Li-min Liu, + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 850-866

**Workflow management software**

SEAM, state-entity-activity-model for well-defined workflow develop. methodology. Bajaj, A., + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 415-431

**ImageMap, image indexing method based on spatial similarity. Petakis, E.G.M., + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 979-987**

object-oriented fuzzy data model for similarity detection in image databases. Majumdar, A.K., + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 1186-1189

SemQuery, semantic clustering and querying on heterogeneous features for visual data. Sheikholeslami, G., + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 988-1002

spatio-temporal predicates. Erwig, M., + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 881-901

**Visual databases; cf. Video databases**

**Visual languages**

graphical query language, VISUAL and its query processing. Balkir, N.H., + , T-KDE Sep-Oct 02 955-978

**Vocabulary**

cocab. partitioning into structurally/semantically uniform concept groups using OO database modeling. Li-min Liu, + , T-KDE Jul-Aug 02 850-866

**Workflow management software**

SEAM, state-entity-activity-model for well-defined workflow develop. methodology. Bajaj, A., + , T-KDE Mar-Apr 02 415-431

*Check author entry for coauthors*